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With a wealth of experience and a seasoned team on board, we
specialize in delivering top-notch IT solutions that empower your
business to flourish in the ever-changing British market.

Our mission extends beyond merely providing services; it's about
crafting transformative experiences for our clients, catapulting their
businesses to new heights. We're laser-focused on delivering
results, with a commitment not only to meet your needs but to
surpass them. Our primary focus is on extending your business's
reach, boosting its visibility, enhancing its recognition, and elevating
its market standing.

Our team of experts has catered to the needs of over 150 satisfied
clients across a wide array of industries. We've successfully
executed more than 200 projects, with the highest value exceeding
£50,000. Devoted to delivering extraordinary outcomes, our services
have reached England, Scotland, Wales, and Northern Ireland within
the UK.

Here at Zithas, we are fully dedicated to your success, and we
eagerly anticipate becoming your trusted partner in the pursuit of
your business objectives. Our motto, "You Grow, We Grow,"
underscores our commitment to helping you navigate the ever-
evolving British business landscape and achieve remarkable
growth.

ZITHAS
ABOUT



150+
HAPPY CLIENTS 

200+
PROJECT COMPLETED 

30+
TEAM MEMBERS HIGHEST PROJECT VALUE

£50K



VISION & MISSION
OUR

Our vision is to set fresh industry benchmarks in
business innovation, pushing boundaries and
equipping businesses to thrive in an ever-changing
world. We aspire to be the preferred partner for
companies looking to maximize their potential and
contribute to a dynamic, flourishing economy. We
actively shape the future by propelling businesses
toward success and boundless possibilities.

Our mission is crystal clear: to empower businesses of
all sizes, from startups to SMEs, with expert guidance in
crafting streamlined business systems, engaging
websites, and strategic marketing solutions. Our
dedicated team is committed to understanding your
unique goals and challenges, tailoring solutions that
unlock your company's full potential. We propel your
business growth, surmount obstacles, and elevate
triumphs. We envisage a thriving future for every
business, turning it into a reality.



Julius Gohil- Managing Director 
Our Managing Director, Julius Gohil, with extensive
experience and forward-thinking, leads our
commitment to innovative solutions and exceeding
client expectations.

Yesha Makwana - Chief Operations Officer 
Our Chief Operations Officer, Yesha Makwana the
driving force behind our operations. Her commitment to
excellence and client satisfaction is pivotal for our
success.

VISIONARIES
OUR

Ryan Davies - Sales and Marketing Coordinator
Our Sales and Marketing Coordinator, Ryan Davies drives
our initiatives for company growth and success. His focus
on effective strategies and market trends is integral.

Eva Fernandez - Sales and Marketing Coordinator

 Edward Ball - Director
Our Director, Edward Ball, brings substantial experience
and visionary leadership to our team, driving innovation
and delivering top-notch solutions to our clients.

Eva Fernandez serves as our Sales and Marketing
Coordinator, brings vast experience and innovative
thinking, ensuring exceptional results in our sales
and marketing efforts for clients.



 Custom Software  Development 

 Business Software Audit  

Our forte lies in conducting comprehensive assessments of
your existing software systems. We dive deep to pinpoint
areas for enhancement, ensuring your business operates
efficiently and remains compliant with regulations. Our
thorough analysis guarantees that your software is finely
tuned for peak performance.

We are your innovation partner, with extensive experience in
technologies such as ReactJS, .Net, CRM portals, and
customized solutions. We specialize in crafting and developing
tailor-made software solutions that seamlessly align with your
distinct business requirements. Our objective is to empower
your business to compete effectively in a dynamic market
environment.

SERVICES
OUR

Leveraging our expertise, we streamline your operations by
automating repetitive tasks. This not only enhances
productivity but also significantly reduces operational costs,
freeing up resources for more strategic investments where
they matter most. Allow us to optimize your workflows,
enabling you to concentrate on growth.

 Business Automation  



 Website Development 

We've got your online presence all sorted with our
experienced team excelling in creating captivating and
user-friendly websites that effectively showcase your brand,
leaving a lasting impression in the digital sphere. Whether it's
CMS, WordPress, static sites, or dynamic custom websites,
our solutions are optimized for speed and SEO, ensuring your
online presence is not only compelling but also highly
effective.

Mobile apps serve as the gateway to your business right at
your customers' fingertips. We specialize in crafting mobile
applications for Android, iOS, Flutter, and Cross-platform,
guaranteeing seamless user experiences. Our expertise
enables you to extend your reach to a wider audience and
make a lasting impact. Reach out and engage like never
before with our innovative mobile solutions.

 Mobile App Development 

Our digital marketing strategies are meticulously tailored to
enhance your online visibility and connect with your target
audience. With a focus on SEO, SMM, Google paid ads, and FB
paid ads, we employ data-driven insights to customize our
approach, ensuring that every click and interaction takes you
a step closer to business growth.

 Digital Marketing 



 SEO (Search Engine Optimization) 

With our Search Engine Optimisation (SEO) services, we
fine-tune your online content to enhance search engine
rankings. Our aim is to boost your website's visibility to
potential customers, ensuring you stand out in the online
crowd and experience organic growth. Count on us to help
your business shine in the digital landscape.

 Hire a Developer 

When it comes to sourcing the right talent for your business,
it's crucial to ensure you're tapping into the most suitable and
effective options. That's why we've established a dedicated
resource specifically for businesses. This resource offers
information on the finest options for launching, running, and
expanding your business.



 ReactJS 

 Dot Net (C#) Development 

With more than a decade of hands-on experience, our
team excels in harnessing ReactJS to build high-
performance, component-based user interfaces. We make
the most of React's virtual DOM, state management, and
efficient rendering to craft dynamic, responsive web
applications that redefine technical excellence and user
engagement.

Drawing upon 12 years of combined expertise, we are
experts in Dot Net (C#) development. Our technical
prowess extends to crafting Windows applications, web
services, and web applications using C#. We prioritize
strong typing, object-oriented programming, and efficient
memory management to deliver high-performance
solutions tailored to your specific business needs.

 JavaScript 

With a decade of collective expertise, our team excels in
crafting dynamic, user-friendly interfaces using JavaScript.
We leverage its capabilities for event handling,
asynchronous programming, and dynamic content
manipulation to enhance user engagement and elevate
the overall user experience.

TECHNOLOGIES
WE USE

 Laravel 

With 12 years of expertise, we are pioneers in Laravel
development. We specialize in building powerful web apps
and APIs, making the most of Laravel's elegance and
robust features. From seamless database migrations to
authentication, we create scalable, high-performance
solutions tailored to your business needs.



 Python 

With a decade of experience, our Python proficiency
enables you to seamlessly integrate the versatility and
smooth functionality of Python into your web
applications. We adeptly build web solutions using
frameworks like Django and Flask, ensuring efficient
code execution and modular design to unlock endless
technical possibilities.

 Angular 

As experts in Angular development, our 9 years of
collective experience demonstrate a deep technical
understanding. We excel in crafting dynamic web
applications using Angular, emphasizing component-
based architecture, dependency injection, and efficient
change detection to provide unparalleled user
experiences.

 Flutter 

In the realm of Flutter development, our 7 years of
combined experience showcase a deep technical
understanding. We excel in creating dynamic mobile
applications using Flutter, emphasizing a flexible UI
framework, hot reload for rapid development, and
seamless cross-platform performance to deliver
unparalleled user experiences.

 React Native 

With our deep expertise in React Native development
spanning 9 years, we're well-versed in crafting dynamic
mobile applications. We prioritize a single codebase for
multiple platforms, a component-based architecture,
and efficient performance to deliver exceptional user
experiences.



 Full Stack Development 

With over a decade of combined experience, we specialize
in both front-end and back-end development. We create
user-friendly interfaces and robust back-end systems that
seamlessly work together. Our goal is to enhance user
engagement by leveraging our strong technical skills and
expertise.



 Restaurants & Hotels  

When it comes to Restaurants & Hotels, we're experts at
delivering cutting-edge Food Tech solutions. Our track
record speaks volumes, with a proven ability to optimize
operations, enhance customer experiences, and boost
profitability. Our services cover streamlined ordering
processes and seamless delivery solutions. We offer
bespoke POS systems, menu management software,
online reservations, and efficient inventory management.
Our goal is to elevate the dining and lodging experience
through technology, all finely tailored to your unique
requirements.

 Management & Consulting Services 

In the realm of Management & Consulting Services, our
impressive history of success showcases our knack for
harnessing technology effectively. Our previous work
consistently demonstrates an increase in productivity,
improved client service, and the provision of essential
decision-making tools. Drawing from our experience, we
provide a comprehensive range of services, including
data analytics, workflow optimization, strategic planning,
and CRM solutions. Our mission is to support your journey
towards excellence with innovative, tailor-made
technology solutions.

INDUSTRIES
WE SERVE

In the field of healthcare, we are specialists in Health Tech,
harnessing the latest technologies to create innovative
solutions that improve access, elevate the quality of care,
and ultimately lead to better patient outcomes. Our
commitment to advancing healthcare is evident through a
range of applications, which include doctor appointment
booking and robust management tools for roles like RSM,
GSM, ASM, and Scrub-Boys within medical manufacturing
companies. We also have extensive experience in the
pharmaceutical sector, having developed websites and
CRM systems for drug manufacturers that work with APIs.

 Healthcare 



 Immigration 

In the field of Immigration, our track record showcases our
ability to harness technology for improved accessibility,
elevated service quality, and achieving superior outcomes. Our
previous projects have included the development of
dedicated websites, eligibility check forms, student application
management through CRM systems, and efficient ticket
invoicing solutions. Drawing on our past successes, we stand
poised to offer cutting-edge technology solutions to reshape
the immigration landscape.

 Travel & Tourism 

Within the Travel and Tourism sector, we specialize in using
technology to enhance the traveler's experience. Our services
encompass user-friendly websites for showcasing tour
packages, efficient CRM systems for managing bookings, and
more. Additionally, we can provide real-time travel itineraries,
mobile apps for on-the-go assistance, and seamless payment
gateways, all designed to make journeys truly memorable.

 Electric Bike

In the Electric Bike industry, our proven track record
underscores our expertise. We've successfully delivered a
comprehensive e-commerce solution, complete with a
website for selling e-bikes. Our previous projects include the
implementation of a robust order management system,
seamlessly integrated with clients' backend systems for real-
time order updates. Furthermore, we have previously provided
services such as battery maintenance reminders, review
prompts, and seamless FedEx shipping label integration,
streamlining electric bike business operations.



 Logistics 
Within the Logistics sector, our experience underscores our
dedication to optimizing operations. We have a track
record of providing a dedicated app for tracking drivers
and logistics trucks. Our custom ordering system has
streamlined the order-to-driver assignment process,
enabling real-time tracking from the moment orders are
placed. Our history in logistics showcases our commitment
to efficient, transparent operations.

 Retail & Fashion 
In the Retail & Fashion industry, we combine proven
expertise with forward-looking solutions. Our portfolio
includes the development of feature-rich websites for
clothing retail, integrating advanced functionalities like
seamless cart and wish-list systems. We are dedicated
to staying at the forefront of industry trends, offering
tailored services that empower your fashion business for
success in the digital marketplace.

 Real Estate 

Within the Real Estate industry, our experience is marked
by successful projects that have delivered bespoke
digital solutions. We've created letting agent websites
with seamless backend property updates and designed
specialized online platforms for construction traders to
efficiently sell items, complemented by advanced order
management systems. Building on our history of
achievements, we remain committed to providing a
range of services, including property valuation tools and
property management software, all aimed at elevating
your real estate experience with proven expertise and
innovative solutions.



 Industrial Security 

When it comes to Industrial Security, our track record of
successful projects highlights our expertise. We've designed
websites to effectively showcase services and products,
complete with lead capture functionalities seamlessly
integrated into our CRM system. What's more, we've
implemented Service Management Systems, along with a
dedicated Technician App that enables real-time location
tracking and photo verification of technician status on-site.
With a proven track record, we are committed to delivering
efficient and dependable security solutions, all tailored to
meet your industrial needs.

 Chemical Industry 

In the Chemical Industry, our proven track record speaks
volumes about our capability to provide tailored solutions.
We've successfully developed websites to showcase products
and manufacturing processes, in addition to implementing
robust Manufacturing and Order Processing Systems. These
systems have streamlined operations for our clients, ensuring
efficiency and precision in product management and order
fulfillment. With a history of successful projects, we are well-
equipped to offer comprehensive solutions that enhance your
operations within the chemical industry.



At Zithas, we wholeheartedly embrace the "You Grow, We
Grow" philosophy. We firmly believe that our success is
intricately linked with yours, making it more than just business
—it's an opportunity for mutual learning, development, and
achievement. We are dedicated to fostering growth and
prosperity for your business, whether you're a startup, a small
to medium-sized enterprise, or a larger organization.

Our unwavering focus extends not only to clients but across
various scales, including startups and small to medium-
sized enterprises. We prioritize understanding your needs and
consistently aim to exceed your expectations. Our client-
centric approach ensures that your business, regardless of
its size, receives the attention and solutions it truly deserves.

WHY CHOOSE

ZITHAS 
Our "You Grow, We Grow" Philosophy

Client-Centric Focus

We excel at providing innovative ideas that elevate your
business. Our approach seamlessly integrates creative
concepts with practical solutions, driven by a deep-seated
commitment to nurturing success within your business.

Innovative Solutions



At our company, our work goes beyond mere business
transactions. It represents an opportunity for learning,
development, and achievement, serving as a driving force
that motivates and inspires us to continually thrive. We
aspire to reach the pinnacle of excellence in the industry,
benefiting not only your business but our own through this
shared journey.

Motivation and Inspiration

Our company stands out by providing tailored, forward-
thinking, and dynamic strategies to optimize your
business's success. We understand the uniqueness of
each business, and our commitment is to work closely
with you, crafting strategies that align with your vision and
ensure your path to success.

Optimized Strategies

In addition, our substantial team and robust
infrastructure further enhance our ability to deliver
tailored solutions that drive success. Our experienced
professionals and strong technological foundation are
key assets that ensure the quality and reliability of our
services. 

Team and Infrastructure Strength



GET
IN TOUCH

Reach out to us today, and let's
start this exciting journey

together!

Zithas Technologies Limited

(0) 776-742-6142

www.zithas.co.uk

hello@zithas.co.uk

Company Registration  No. 11608749
1 Paddock Road, Thornbury, Bristol, England, BS35 1AP

https://www.facebook.com/zithastechnologiesuk
https://www.instagram.com/zithastechnologies.uk/
https://twitter.com/zithasuk
https://www.linkedin.com/company/zithas-technologies-uk
https://www.youtube.com/@ZithasTechnologiesUK
tel:(0)776-742-6142
https://www.zithas.co.uk/
https://www.zithas.co.uk/
https://www.zithas.co.uk/
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